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She sat by herself, staring blankly at the walls, putting off her return to

the icy air outside.

Sharon Perez was the last client remaining at the Homeless Drop-in

Center inside Cass United Methodist Church in Midtown on

Wednesday, in the midst of the winter's coldest week yet.

Not long after sunrise, as the temperature hovered in the lower single

digits, the others who spent the night there left for the day. But Perez,

65, was determined to stay until noon, the latest staff would allow.

She had windblown gray hair, amateur tattoos on her hands and an
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Sharon Perez, 65, situates herself Thursday at the Homeless Drop-in Center inside Cass United Methodist Church in

Detroit. She had been loitering at the Rosa Parks Transit Center in cold weather. / RYAN GARZA/Detroit Free Press
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exhausted expression on her face. About a month ago, she'd been

loitering at the Rosa Parks Transit Center on Cass at Michigan

Avenue, a favorite warming spot for the area's homeless people, and

frustrated employees there called the warming

center. It sent a van to pick her up.

Like many of the other homeless people who

stayed in the small gym that night, Perez

brought with her a biography of mishaps that

she blamed for putting her on the streets. She

had been beaten, robbed and had her

identification stolen, she said.

She was recovering from colon surgery and

suffered from bad knees and injured feet,

requiring a wheeled walker to help her get

around. She had forgotten to make payments

on a loan or two and went from living in her

own house to an abandoned house to the

transit center and the streets.

"That's like one shock on top of another

shock," she said. "So I got all this stuff piled on

me."

Mary Lytle, 60, who has worked at the

Homeless Drop-in Center for 14 years, takes

stories like these seriously, no matter how

tangled their narrative.

"It makes you appreciate the situation you're

in," she said. "OK, I got this, I got that, right?

But I bat my eye, and what am I going to have

two seconds from now? It doesn't take long to

lose it all."

The center opened in 1988 and caters to

women and children only. It opens at 4 p.m.

daily, earlier than most local shelters, so

homeless kids getting out of school don't have

to loiter outside somewhere for hours before

finding a place to spend the night.

When clients arrive, they are given an air

mattress, clean blankets, a dinner, and the

option of doing laundry and taking a warm

shower. In the morning, they get breakfast

before they leave. But mostly, they are given a

place to stay warm when the weather turns

bitterly cold.

"We give them basically everything they need

besides a house," said volunteer Bridgette

Floyd, 23. "That's the only thing we really can't

give out. Anything will help because these

people really don't have nothing."
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Sharon Perez, 65, front, gets settled Thursday among

other women at the Homeless Drop-in Center inside

Cass United Methodist Church in Detroit. Visitors get
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Perez -- with staffer Gladys Ferguson, rear -- wanted to

wait as long as allowed before facing the cold. / JOHN

CARLISLE/Detroit Free Press
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On days like this, when the temperature lingers around zero, even the

most stubborn among the homeless people in the neighborhood can't

ignore the sting of the cold wind, and they flock to the center. It filled to

capacity quickly Wednesday night with about 50 people, nine of them

children.

"We never have to advertise for people to show up," said the Rev.

Faith Fowler, 53, executive director of Cass Community Social

Services, the nonprofit organization that operates the center and

several other locations in the city.

"The women coming into the warming center are just desperate,"

Fowler said. "Many have mental health issues. Many don't have

adequate clothing, and they are very grateful for the very small things

we're able to provide."

After everyone left, the staff cleaned the gym, washed the blankets

and started planning the night's meal of soup and a sandwich.

They opened the doors again at 4 p.m. Soon, women began filing in,

sometimes with a small child or two in tow, sometimes with more.

Coralee Kirkland brought her six children with her. The oldest was 12;

the youngest only 3.

One of the first ones in the door was Perez. She had left the warming

center reluctantly around noon and walked downtown. She spent what

little money she had on a $6 roasted chicken meal at the second-floor

restaurant inside the transit center, just to have something other than

shelter food for a change.

"After a thousand sandwiches, you just can't eat sandwiches

anymore," she said.

After lunch, she talked to the police officers inside the transit center

about her identity theft problem, and they suggested the numerous

steps she needed to take. But that only daunted her and ensured that

she had put off the process for another day.

"I'll try to see what my next step is after taking my first step," she said.

But she admitted it's hard to take that first step toward regaining a

normal life when so many more lie beyond it.

Fowler said that's common among homeless people.

"It just seems overwhelming. There's so many steps and so many

places to go to put together ordinary documentation, and they don't

have transportation," she said. "Things take longer than perhaps they

should. It does seem to take an infinitely long time to accomplish a

simple task."

So until she's up to that long process, Perez will remain in a limbo of

anonymity, unable to do much other than simply try to stay warm.

"OK, babies, move over that way so the lady can get by with her

walker," Lytle said to the six Kirkland children who were crowding the
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hallway and taking in another night's new shelter with nervous eyes.

Perez shuffled her way past so she could begin the check-in

procedure all clients must repeat every time they stay there. She filled

out the sign-in sheet. Left her plastic garbage bag of belongings in the

front office among dozens of others like it. She grabbed an air

mattress and some blankets.

And then sat down and again stared blankly at the walls.

John Carlisle is a columnist who writes about interesting people and

places throughout the city and state. He can be reached at

jcarlisle@freepress.com or 313-222-6582.
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